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Introduction

45 Best Practices to Create

High-Converting Interactive Content

prefer interactive content

70% more conversions

educating online buyers

Outgrow

this

Gone are the days when content marketing was about being pushy and 

creating tonnes of content for passive consumption. Today, it has more to 

do with interacting with customers and offering them real-time 

experiences. So, it’s time you create content that solicits their 

participation, is actionable and gives immediate, personalized outcomes. 

And, guess what, even your consumers , which 

is why it results in  than passive content! Ask your 

fellow marketers - they believe that quizzes and calculators are extremely 

effective in . 



We guess we’ve given you reasons enough to experiment with interactive 

marketing. Want to get started? Here’s some good news - you can now 

create interactive experiences in a jiffy, without any prior coding 

knowledge. Yes, you read that right! Enter Outgrow.



When you build a calculator, a quiz, or an assessment on the  

app, all you need to do is input your content, tweak it and experiment 

with templates before finally publishing it for your audiences. You can 

find out more about it in  video. 

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.demandgenreport.com/industry-resources/research/3141-2015-content-preferences-survey-buyers-value-content-packages-interactive-content-.html#.VVOOO9NVhBc
https://marketeer.kapost.com/interactive-content-conversions/#axzz3n9mcMqBA
https://apps.ioninteractive.com/site/infographic/demand-metric-content-marketing
https://outgrow.co/
https://youtu.be/PmN_MY5kNrE


Thus, this guide

Now, creating interactive content requires a robust strategy. You ought to 

know the tricks before you get started. . Acquaint 

yourself with 45 best practices to strategize interactive content better. To 

help you along, we’ve divided the best practices into 7 steps. Follow these 

steps to come up with viral quizzes, calculators, assessments and polls, 

in a matter of hours. 



Let’s get you started!

https://outgrow.co/


Wonder why some content pieces go viral? The secret is coming up with 

the “right idea”! The more useful and emotion-arousing your content 

idea, the better the chances of it spreading like a wildfire on the internet. 

Let’s find out how you can get started with generating ideas for your 

interactive experiences.

Awareness Stage

Each prospect in your marketing funnel corresponds to a particular 

buyer persona. So, as a first step towards creating engaging interactive 

content, think about your buyer and what he/she would respond to at 

every stage. To gain more clarity, let’s examine the stages in a marketing 

funnel with specific examples of experiences you can create at each 

stage.



 - When a prospect enters the marketing funnel, they 

aren’t ready for any kind of commitment. They’re still learning more 

about their problems and exploring possible solutions. Thus, the 

interactive experiences you create at this stage should be fun and 

educational.  It should subtly make them aware of their needs.



For instance, if you provide house painting services, intrigue them with a 

“Is it time to get my home painted?” quiz.

Step 1: The Secret Vault of Ideas!

#1 - Draw Inspiration From Your Marketing Funnel


https://outgrow.co/


 - Once your prospects are in the middle of the 

funnel, continue to educate them. Simultaneously, position your 

company as a solution provider. By doing so you nudge them further into 

the funnel and become that much closer to clinching a sale! 



Start with addressing their most pressing concerns. Continuing with the 

‘house painting services’ example we discussed above, you can engage 

your leads with a “How much will it cost to rebuild my roof?” calculator. 

It will give them a rough figure of the expenses they might incur and 

position you as a service provider for this need.



- This is where you take the liberty of talking about 

yourself and positioning your brand as a ‘preferred’ choice. Continuing 

with the house painting services example, you can create a “How much 

you can save by opting for us to rebuild your roof?” calculator. On the 

results page, you can give a comparison chart that shows how much they 

will actually save if they go for your services.

Consideration Stage

Transaction Stage 

When was the last time your marketing team had a detailed sync-up with 

your sales team? Don’t tell us it’s been ages, because then you’re in 

trouble. Your sales team can prove to be a powerhouse of various 

interactive content ideas! They are the ones who are quizzed by your 

prospects and know their deepest concerns. So, sit and start 

#2 - Get Talking to Your Sales Team!

https://outgrow.co/


brainstorming with them. This exercise will help you ideate on the type 

of quizzes (graded or outcome) and calculators (diagnostic, ROI etc.) you 

should create as well as questions you must address. Another additional 

benefit of conversing with the sales team is that you will be able to 

segment your leads better.



Lead segmentation actually not only helps you convert leads but also 

retain them. By segmenting your leads, you are able to show them 

content and ads that correspond to their needs and interests. This 

personalized approach actually improves the engagement your brand has 

with them and obviously reflects in your sales figures.


There are thousands of groups on Facebook, LinkedIn, Quora, and Reddit 

that cater to different kinds of audiences. Many of these groups are 

buzzing with discussions, debates, and conversations. All you have to do 

is search for your niche on these platforms and participate in 

discussions. For instance, if you are a nutritionist then you should try to 

identify the most popular groups in the health and nutrition space and 

then observe the commonly asked questions in these groups. Do people 

talk about how to add more proteins in their diet? Do they want to know 

how to cut sugar intake? The idea is to gain as much information possible 

so that you have a vault of ideas for your next quiz and calculator.


#3 - Be Where Your Prospects Are!

https://outgrow.co/


, as the name suggests, can let you know what’s trending in 

a country and category. Depending on where you are situated and which 

category (health, entertainment, politics etc.) of interactive experiences 

you want to create, you will get plenty of content ideas. You can also 

compare two trends and see how popular they have been over a period of 

time!


Google trends

Think of upcoming events too, like Coachella, Super Bowl, Grammy, 

Olympics, elections etc. You can capitalize on their popularity.  For 

instance, if the NBA league is to start in a month then you can create a “1 

in 50 NBA enthusiasts can guess these sports personalities. Can you?” 

quiz. 

#4 - What’s Trending, Google? 

https://outgrow.co/
https://trends.google.com/trends/


By the way, to make things easier for you, we share an events calendar 

every month with our subscribers as well as on our social media 

accounts. Don’t forget to check them out!



Google Keyword Planner

Wouldn’t it be awesome to know what your prospects are searching 

online? You could then create content that already has an audience! 

Fortunately,  tells us exactly what users are 

looking for. Focus especially on long tail keywords - you never know they 

could be the title for your next interactive experience. This is a sure shot

#5 - Turn to the Gold Mine of Keywords Aka the 
Google Keyword Planner

https://outgrow.co/
https://adwords.google.com/intl/en_in/home/tools/keyword-planner/


way of generating interactive experiences that actually resonate with 

what people want.

 content analysis tool gives you powerful insights into 

trending content pieces. On the app, you can see the most viral content 

and even the content that has the best chances of trending in future. In 

addition, you can track the performance of a certain topic and the 

number of social shares and backlinks it already has. It also gives you 

data insights on which headlines are working on which social network! 

Definitely, a handy resource, don’t you think?

BuzzSumo’s

#6 - Stay One Step Ahead With BuzzSumo

https://outgrow.co/
https://buzzsumo.com


There’s no harm in admitting that content marketers experience burnout, 

especially since we are always ideating. To tackle this situation, you 

should turn to content aggregator websites because they populate 

niche-specific news and information that you can take inspiration from. 

Some of the best content aggregator websites include Alltop.com, The 

Web List, Pulse, Popurls, Google News/Reader, Flipboard etc. But make 

sure you’re giving the due credits. 



Recently, we stumbled upon a tweet by Arteen Arabshahi. He had share a 

cheat sheet on marketplace investing. 

#7 - Borrow Like an Artist!

https://outgrow.co/


calculator

We loved the idea it but felt it lacked interactive features. So, we went on 

to create a  to minimize the effort that a user has to make filling 

the excel sheet. We even shared it with Arteen who apparently loved it!

https://outgrow.co/
https://outgrowcalcsandquizzes.outgrow.us/MarketPlace-Evaluation-Calculator


#8 - Heard About the Outgrow Idea Generation 
Tool?


idea generation toolThe Outgrow  offers a range of interactive content 

ideas based on the industry you belong to.

https://outgrow.co/
https://outgrow.co/idea-generation/


Step 2: What’s In A Name? Well,

E.V.E.R.Y.T.H.I.N.G!
Headlines matter! They determine how many people will give your 

content a chance. Since a headline sets a reader’s expectations, you can’t 

risk giving them clickbaits. The moment you mislead them is the 

moment you lose them. At the same time, if you deliver what you 

promised in the title, yout users will stay with the content till the end. For 

now, let’s also look at the kind of titles your prospects respond positively


to. A combination of these titles and a promising experience can go a long 

way in turning those visitors into leads!  


 tested 454 quiz titles

Any quiz that reveals a little something about a person will get hits. Why? 

Because people never (ever) get tired of knowing more about themselves! 

Think about it. How many times have you taken such quizzes even if it’s 

for cheap thrills! In fact, Business2Community  and 

segmented them into two groups: one that included the words “which”, 

“are” and “you” and another that didn’t. The stats revealed that the 

average views of quizzes which did have the three words had much 

higher views than the second set of quizzes.

#9 - The “Which <Blank> Are You?” Title

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/write-quiz-titles-like-buzzfeed-01007285#4JAQKjsMJbVj9HIp.97


Source

If You Get More Than 7/12 On This Shashi Tharoor 

Vocab Quiz, You're A Genius

Let’s talk about the “

” quiz. The title appeals to all Tharoor fans, 

yet at the same time it is intriguing to those who will simply take the quiz 

to test their vocabulary. Talk about killing two birds with one stone!

#10 - Tap Into Fandom Because Everyone’s a Fan of 
Someone or Something!

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/write-quiz-titles-like-buzzfeed-01007285
https://www.buzzfeed.com/sahilrizwan/tharoorasaurus-rex?utm_term=.ycM2ebVqZ#.vtowk285A
https://www.buzzfeed.com/sahilrizwan/tharoorasaurus-rex?utm_term=.ycM2ebVqZ#.vtowk285A


quizHere’s another example. This BuzzFeed  (screenshot below) is quite 

exciting for fans of the sitcom Golden Girls.

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.buzzfeed.com/jennaguillaume/which-golden-girls-character-are-you?utm_term=.qjVb3almz#.vfVj5node


#11 - Actually, You Should Start Using “Actually” In 
Your Titles! 

experiment See, what we did there? Business2Community ran another 

and divided 1373 quizzes into two groups - one with ‘actually’ in the title

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/write-quiz-titles-like-buzzfeed-01007285#4JAQKjsMJbVj9HIp.97


What city should you 

actually live in?

and another without the word. The results show that using the word 

‘actually’ in the interactive experience title doubles the number of views! 

Clearly, we now know why the BuzzFeed quiz, “

” got 22 million hits and counting!


Overall, your quiz title should have a purpose that lets your audience 

know what they will get out of it. That’s enough to get them curious. Also, 

it’s a good idea to keep quiz titles short (under 9 words) because humans’ 

Source

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/write-quiz-titles-like-buzzfeed-01007285
https://www.buzzfeed.com/ashleyperez/what-city-should-you-actually-live-in
https://www.buzzfeed.com/ashleyperez/what-city-should-you-actually-live-in


, which means we have less time to entice a 

reader!


attention span is on a decline

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/2016/03/12/humans-have-shorter-attention-span-than-goldfish-thanks-to-smart/


Step 3: Give Prospects A Smooth

Take-off and Landing! 

#12 - Maximise the Conversion Scent

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFmgnjZ5S2g&feature=youtu.be 



The ad copy and design should complement the content and layout on 

the landing page. Unfortunately, many content marketers overlook this 

aspect. As a result, users experience dissonance. In other words, they see 

no connection between what your ad promises and what your landing 

page actually offers. As a result, your landing page doesn’t convert. 



Randy Fishkin, CEO of MOZ explains how you can deliver what you 

promised in the ad copy in the video below. 



Now, let’s understand this even better with the help of the following ad 

copy and its corresponding landing page below it. 


https://outgrow.co/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFmgnjZ5S2g&feature=youtu.be


Both the ad copy and the landing page convey the same message i.e. 

‘Calculate the ROI of choosing Outgrow’. There is clearly no mismatch. As 

was promised in the ad text, the ROI calculator has 4 simple questions to 

be answered. Do you get the drift? This is exactly what you should follow 

too.

https://outgrow.co/


Step 4: Get the Conversation

Started With Quality Questions
After the quiz title, it is the quality and relevance of questions that can 

help you build rapport with your prospects. This will also decide whether 

the user would stick until the very end or not. You can achieve that by 

doing the following:

Questions should be mapped to a buyer’s persona and be relevant to their 

expectations. That’s because the audience is smart and won’t hang on for 

long if they feel you ask too many frivolous questions. However, you can 

sometimes ask fun questions. They may help you understand your 

customer better, without putting them off.

#13 - Ask Relevant Questions Only

There are two key reasons why shorter quizzes/calculators have a higher 

completion rate. First, the attention span of users is on a steady decline 

and second, people don’t have the luxury of time. So, try and limit the 

number of questions you ask. At the brainstorming stage, just jot down all 

the questions that come to your mind. As the next step, strike off 

questions that are of least consequence to either you or your prospects.

#14 - Limit to 5-10 Questions

https://outgrow.co/


Take this quiz

If you have more questions to ask then it is always better to divide your 

quiz or calculator into sections, each with 2-3 questions. This will make 

the interactive experience less overwhelming and appear less 

time-consuming than a quiz or calculator that displays 15 questions on 

one screen. , for example. 

#15 - Divide the Content into Sections 

we like to perceive information in imagesAs humans,  more than text. So, 

make sure text options are accompanied by an image. You can easily do 

that on the Outgrow app. Other than keeping the users engaged, these 

visuals will make the page dynamic. If you want, you can add gifs as well!

#16 - Embrace Images and Gifs

https://outgrow.co/
https://outgrow.co/blog/adwords-performance-calculator
https://piktochart.com/blog/5-psychology-studies-that-tell-us-how-people-perceive-visual-information/


 ROI calculator

Your goal is to minimize efforts put in by the user. So, don’t ask for 

subjective answers. Instead, ask for inputs like a numeric value, 

something like what Hubspot does in their . Alternatively, 

give them an option of using a slider or selecting answers from the 

drop-down option. 

#17 - Be Direct

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.hubspot.com/roi-calculator


You can also create fill-in-the-blanks questions (see the screenshot 

below) as it makes the experience quite interactive.


study

The best thing about interactive experiences is that they are one-to-one. 

This means you have the opportunity to build a rapport with your 

prospects. One way of achieving that is by using pronouns like “you”, 

“yourself”,”me” or “I” in your questions. Why? Because it works! Don’t 

believe us? See the results of the Business2Community  below.

#18 - Use Pronouns to Lend a Conversational Tone

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.business2community.com/content-marketing/write-quiz-titles-like-buzzfeed-01007285#4JAQKjsMJbVj9HIp.97


The results page of your interactive experiences is just as critical because 

it is what users share. You could be in trouble if you’re not creating a 

results page that is high on shareability quotient. However, besides 

shareability, think of how you can take your visitors further down the 

marketing funnel via the results page. Listed are some of the ways you 

can achieve both i.e. high shares and conversions. 

Step 5: Reward Them With An

Insightful Results Page!

https://outgrow.co/


makes them look good

boosts their ego

People prefer to share stuff that  on social media. 

They will share anything that . So, make it a point to use 

positive language on the results page, so that they are tempted to brag 

and boast all they can!

#19 - Positive Messaging

By this we mean that instead of showing one result only you should 

display multiple results. For example, the app cost calculator by 

VenturePact displays multiple results. It not only calculates how much it 

will cost a user to build an app but also how much it would cost across 

continents. Such a results page will be valued more by the user.


#20 - Show In-depth Results

https://outgrow.co/
https://blog.bufferapp.com/viral-content-emotions-ages-genders
https://mashable.com/2014/03/04/quizzes-getting-lucrative/#SAzg8PTwQZqU/


Billy Savvy

By showing a comparison you make it easier for your user to take a 

well-informed decision. Consider ,  an online calculator that 

helps people compare prices of subscription services. Since savings is #1 

priority of every customer, calculators like these are quite likely to be 

liked and shared by people!

#21 - Give Comparable Results

boosted traffic by 15%

Once again, let us look at the results page of VenturePact app cost 

calculator. Apart from what it would cost in different continents, the 

results page shows the cost-breakup to the user. That in itself is a huge 

insight. It’s not surprising that within 2 weeks of launching, the calculator 

 and increased conversion rate by 28% on the 

client’s website!

#22 - Break It Down

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.billingsavvy.com/
https://outgrow.co/blog/how-an-interactive-calculator-generated-11592-qualified-leads/


. It should make the user go 

“Wow, I have got to share my results with my friends!”. Just make sure 

that the image you finalize is high quality (no ugly, pixelated pics please) 

and also corresponds to the result.

Use images that evoke an emotional response

#23 - Shortlist Impressive Images

Make it easy for people to share their results by adding social share 

buttons. You can also create a link with a pre-drafted tweet/message that 

users can share on their social network. This way the users won’t have to 

put any effort into writing a tweet or message to accompany the 

quiz/calculator link. 

#24 - Add Social Share Buttons

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.shutterstock.com/blog/6-types-of-images-that-elicit-an-emotional-response


The Professional Wingman

Keep the user engaged and on your website by redirecting them to a 

relevant page on your website. For example, if the quiz is about ‘How 

impressive is your LinkedIn profile’ then you can have a CTA which takes 

them to your blogpost that shares tips on improving your Linkedin 

profile. Or, if it’s a calculator then you can lead them to a ‘contact us’, ‘free 

trial’ or ‘demo’ page. You can also create a custom landing page to keep 

the conversation going. A good example is the result page of a quiz 

created by one of our clients, . The CTA on 

their result page is crafted to convert the quiz taker into a customer by 

asking them to ‘apply for coaching’. 

#25 - Show Them the Way Forward With a 
Personalised CTA

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.theprofessionalwingman.com/


Let people know that the result estimates are for 

educational/entertainment purposes only. This way you are letting them 

know that the results are not definite or cast in stone and can obviously 

vary.

#26 - Achtung! Add a Disclaimer

On the lead gen form, you can ask users to recommend the 

quiz/calculator to someone who may benefit from it. This increases the 

chances of your interactive experience gaining more traction through the 

word-of-mouth. After all, who wouldn’t trust a recommendation from a 

friend?

#27 - Ask For a Recommendation

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.theprofessionalwingman.com/


This will help you increase your fan base on your business page on social 

channels. However, just getting them to like and follow you shouldn’t be 

your ultimate goal. Once they join your “followers” list, you must keep 

them engaged with fresh, relevant content on your page. 

#28 - Add Your Company’s Social Pages

This is another way of boosting conversions and having a prospect in 

your marketing funnel. Just add an ‘email’ button or “write to us” button 

on the result page. You can also pre-draft a message with a subject line 

#29 - Add Your Company’s Email

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.theprofessionalwingman.com/


here

that differentiates such emails from others. Easy!



If you are curious to learn about customizing results screen for 

calculators, quizzes (graded and outcome-based) and polls in Outgrow, 

get started . We have videos that will guide you through the entire 

process.


https://outgrow.co/
https://support.outgrow.co/docs/result-screen


An ideal promotion strategy is one that is aligned with your goals i.e. 

whether you want to generate more leads, generate brand awareness or 

improve customer engagement. With that taken care of, you can then 

easily conceptualize and finalize your promotion strategy. Let us go over 

each of these goals and see how you can use interactive content to bring 

you maximum return on your investment and efforts.

ROI calculator a conversion 

rate upwards of 40%

Let’s suppose you are a wealth management consultancy. Instead of a 

boring ‘contact us form’ you can embed a “Find out how financially 

literate you are” quiz on your website. This will facilitate your interaction 

with your prospects and assure their participation because you aren’t 

hard selling your services. Another option is to use interactive content on 

landing pages because it has a positive impact on your conversions. This 

 built on the Outgrow app by a client garnered 

. 


#30 - Host On Your Website And Landing Pages

Step 6: Sync the Promotion

Strategy With Your Goals

Goal: Lead Generation

https://outgrow.co/
https://newmarketingfactory.outgrow.co/VINDICIA_ROI
https://outgrow.co/blog/top-roi-calculators-outgrow
https://outgrow.co/blog/top-roi-calculators-outgrow


compile them in one blog post

You can create individual blog posts for a couple of your top performing 

interactive experiences or . Alternatively, 

you can also plug a quiz inside a blog to generate more leads. For 

example, you have written on ‘How to become better at Facebook 

Marketing’; you can easily embed a quiz titled ‘Find out how much you 

know about Facebook ads’. Both content pieces will provide a valuable 

experience to the reader.

#31 - Embed On Your Blog

The truth is that while social media is a powerful content promotion 

medium, content marketers still fail to leverage its manifold benefits.

#32 - On Social Media

Source

https://outgrow.co/
https://newmarketingfactory.outgrow.co/VINDICIA_ROI
https://outgrow.co/blog/top-10-interactive-quizzes-calculators-2017


2.8 billion social media 

users, equalling 37% penetration

 According to We Are Social, in 2017, there were 

. What’s then keeping you from 

promoting interactive content there? From publishing your 

quiz/calculator on your timeline to running ads, you can do plenty to gain 

visibility. If you intend to run an ad, see to it that you’ve added proper 

tracking to determine which channel is bringing the most traffic and 

leads.

https://outgrow.co/
https://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digital-in-2017-global-overview
https://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digital-in-2017-global-overview


Do some research and make a list of websites (from your domain) that 

welcome guest posts. Start contributing and give a link to your calculator 

or quiz. It is even better if you can embed it in your post. Other than that, 

make sure you are interacting with your readers in comment threads and 

linking them to your interactive content. 

#33 - Write Guest Posts

It is the offer you make that is going to gently nudge the visitor further 

into the marketing funnel. So, make sure your offer is high on value. For 

example, the Children’s Ministry Deal offered a $25 gift voucher to 

encourage prospects to share their email id.


#34 - Make An Irresistible Offer

Source

https://outgrow.co/
https://childrensministry.outgrow.co/childrens-ministry-volunteer


this

To learn more about embedding an Outgrow interactive experience, click 

on  link. 

Goal: Brand Awareness

#2 reason is creating brand awareness

While generating leads is the #1 reason why marketers use interactive 

content, the ! The same CMI 

survey we talked about earlier reports that 79% interactive marketers 

believe that the interactive format enhances brand retention when 

combined with traditional marketing tactics.


https://outgrow.co/
https://support.outgrow.co/docs/embedding-basics
https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2016/07/interactive-content-research/


Food52 quiz

Interactive content, especially quizzes are inherently shareable and have 

the tendency  to go viral. It is no surprise that the  became 

the talk of the town and attracted an audience of 20K within 3 days of 

having been shared on social media. If you too want to garner such

Source

#35 - Build Awareness through Social Media

https://outgrow.co/
http://contentmarketinginstitute.com/2016/07/interactive-content-research/
https://quiz.tryinteract.com/#/Food52/3


traction, it’s time to go social! 

surveyAn influencer marketing  conducted by Collective Bias reveals that 

“70% of millennial consumers are influenced by the recommendations of 

their peers in buying decisions.” In that case, you should definitely get 

some influencers onboard to promote your interactive content. 

Influencers already have an audience base and can drive traffic to your 

content. If your budget allows, have as many influencers share your 

interactive content. BuzzSumo found out that your reach is directly 

proportional to the number of influencers you have onboard - the more 

the merrier!


#36 - Leverage Influencer Marketing

https://outgrow.co/
https://collectivebias.com/blog/2016/03/influencer-marketing-update-non-celebrity-influencers-10-times-likely-drive-store-purchases/


Interactive content is value-driven and works on the principle of instant 

gratification. Therefore, ads linked to interactive content are likely to get 

more clicks than those about products or services. Just make sure you 

are targeting the right audience so that you make the most of your ad 

budget.

#37 - Advertise It

Source

https://outgrow.co/
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/noah-kagan/why-content-goes-viral-wh_b_5492767.html


. 

Moreover, the ROI that . 

Keeping these numbers in mind, we believe sending interactive content 

in emailers can actually help you skyrocket conversions. Don’t forget to 

personalize the subject line and add a smiley. Experian reports that 

.  Another 

way you can make your emailer stand out is by launching the first 

question of your interactive experience in the mailer. By doing this you 

will build-up their curiosity and they will naturally click on the link. This 

results in a better click-through rate of your email. Just so you know, we 

have made this ‘launch in email’ feature LIVE on Outgrow. You can find 

out more about it . 


73% millennials identify email as a preferred means of communication

email marketing generates for every $1 is $38

56% 

brands that use emoji in subject lines have a higher open rate

here

#38 - Email Marketing

Goal: Customer Engagement

https://outgrow.co/
https://support.outgrow.co/docs/launch-in-an-email
https://www.experian.com/blogs/marketing-forward/2012/07/17/thinking-about-using-symbols-in-your-email-subject-lines/
https://www.experian.com/blogs/marketing-forward/2012/07/17/thinking-about-using-symbols-in-your-email-subject-lines/
https://www.procurious.com/procurement-news/will-millennials-kill-the-email
https://www.procurious.com/procurement-news/will-millennials-kill-the-email


HubSpot

Since we are already talking about email marketing, it’s important we 

speak about segmentation  as well. At , they found out that 

targeted and segmented lead nurturing emails generate an 8% 

click-through rate compared to general email sends, which generate just 

a 3% click-through rate. It’s clear that segmented emails work better 

because not all buyers are the same or at the same stage in a marketing 

funnel. Content delivered to your mailing list should actually fit their 

needs. Everything else you send them is equivalent to a spam mail. Think 

of it this way. Would you like to receive an email that was meant for an 

existing customer when you haven’t even tried the sender’s products and 

services? No, right? 


#39 - Stop Sending Spam Mails!

https://outgrow.co/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/32848/why-list-segmentation-matters-in-email-marketing.aspx


here

our specially curated 

promotion checklist

Moving on to retargeting, let’s say that it results in greater engagement 

and allows you to reconnect with your leads. For example, in a quiz, if 

someone choses vintage as their preferred interior decor style, you 

should target them specifically with Facebook ads about vintage décor. 

Since such ads are relevant to them, they will click on it. Read more about 

retargeting .



If you are an Outgrow user, you should give 

 a look. It lists out actions and resources that will 

help you decide the right promotion mix for your interactive content, and 

reach your marketing goals more quickly!

#40 - Retarget, retarget, retarget!

https://outgrow.co/
https://uhurunetwork.com/facebook-retargeting/
https://support.outgrow.co/docs/promotion-checklist
https://support.outgrow.co/docs/promotion-checklist


Step 7: The Number Game Called

Analytics!

Measure the success of your interactive content by paying close attention 

to a few metrics. These numbers will help you understand where your 

content fell short and if your audience really connected with it. But, what 

are these metrics? For your ease, we have listed down the metrics which 

you should regularly check and constantly try to improve.

Benchmark:

Number of people who completed the content/ number of users who 

started using the content.



 Aim for 100% However, a completion rate of 70-80% is also 

considered good. 

#41 - Completion Rate

Benchmark:

Number of leads generated / number of unique visitors who visited the 

interactive content.



 For gated results (where lead gen form pops before the 

result) with an option to skip, 30-40% is good. We have seen calculators 

and quizzes getting even higher conversion rates. In case of an offer 

#42 - Lead Conversion Rate

https://outgrow.co/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/32848/why-list-segmentation-matters-in-email-marketing.aspx


(where lead gen form appears on the result page), 10-12% is a good 

conversion rate. 

Benchmark:

This is another important metric because it shows how much time a user 

spends using your interactive content. 



 Different kinds of interactive experiences vary in length but 

you should take 1.5 minutes as an indicator of an engaging piece of 

content. 


#43 - Time Spent

Benchmark:

A high bounce rate indicates that a large percentage of people who’re 

landing on your interactive content are leaving it without taking any 

further action.



 If this is >70%, you should be reworking the content and 

doing A/B testing before finalizing a new landing page copy. 

#44 - Bounce Rate 

It will tell you how many people clicked on the CTA on the results page to 

continue their interaction with you.

#45 - Click-through-rate

https://outgrow.co/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/32848/why-list-segmentation-matters-in-email-marketing.aspx


 A good CTR is between 15-20%. 



Other than these metrics, you should also watch out for  to 

find out where the traffic is coming from on your interactive content. By 

doing this, you will be able to know if it’s campaign traffic, direct and 

organic traffic or referral traffic. Then, you should track  to 

know who is actually engaging with your content. 



The next step is to  for your content. 

It is on your dashboards that you get an overview of reports and metrics 

you care most about, all at once. If you are Outgrow user, you would 

know that we provide detailed analytics for each experience you create.


Benchmark:

traffic source

demographics

create separate, custom dashboards

https://outgrow.co/
https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/32848/why-list-segmentation-matters-in-email-marketing.aspx


genuinely

interested in solving customer’s problems!



Outgrow app interactive content development 

All the information contained in this guide may seem overwhelming, but 

you will get there. The first step is to start creating interactive content. So, 

why not give the  a try? Our 

studio is an intuitive and flexible platform. You will be ready with 

interactive experiences in no time! Just bear in mind that your approach 

should be a fine balance between being customer-centric and 

agenda-driven. You should come across as someone who is 

Conclusion

https://outgrow.co/
https://app.outgrow.co
https://outgrow.co



